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We study the structure of neutron stars in f(R) = R + αR2 theory of gravity (Starobinsky
model), in an exact and non-perturbative approach. In this model, apart from the standard General
Relativistic junction conditions, two extra conditions, namely the continuity of the curvature scalar
and its first derivative needs to be satisfied. For an exterior Schwarzschild solution, the curvature
scalar and its derivative has to be zero at the stellar surface. We show that for some equation of
state (EoS) of matter, matching all conditions at the surface of the star is impossible. Hence the
model brings two major fine-tuning problems: (i) only some particular classes of EoS are consistent
with Schwarzschild at the surface and (ii) given that EoS, only a very particular set of boundary
conditions at the centre of the star will satisfy the given boundary conditions at the surface. Hence
we show that this model (and subsequently many other f(R) models where uniqueness theorem is
valid) is highly unnatural, for the existence of compact astrophysical objects. This is because the
EoS of a compact star should be completely determined by the physics of nuclear matter at high
density and not the theory of gravity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to solve the problems (viz. flatness, horizon,
monopoles) concerning the early universe in cosmology,
a phase of very rapid accelerated expansion is necessary
[1–3], the inflation. Furthermore, it naturally provides an
initial seed for CMB anisotropy and large scale structure
[4–7]. Hence it became a cornerstone of the Big Bang
model. Many models to explain this early acceleration
are in the market. The most popular models contain a
scalar field with a slowly varying potential. There is an-
other class of models in which gravity is modified with
respect to General Relativity (GR). One of the schemes
of these modifications based upon phenomenological con-
siderations is provided by f(R) theories of gravity. These
theories essentially contain an additional scalar degree of
freedom apart from graviton. Indeed, f(R) theories are
conformally equivalent to Einstein theory plus a canoni-
cal scalar degree of freedom dubbed scalaron whose po-
tential is uniquely constructed from Ricci scalar. One
of the main interesting aspect of these models of gravity
(contrary to models including Ricci or Riemann tensor in
the action) is the absence of Ostrogradski ghost despite
the equations of motion being of fourth order.
In literature, there are various models where the au-
thors [8–10] considered Einstein equations with quantum
corrections. Following these ideas, Starobinsky studied
the cosmology of one of these models [11] which later
has been simplified and popularly known today as the
Starobinsky’s model, where the action of General Rela-
tivity is replaced by f(R) = R+αR2. It has been the first
internally consistent inflationary model. In this model,
the R2 term produces an accelerated stage in the early
universe preceding the usual radiation and matter stages.
Notice that contrary to the Starobinsky model, generic
f(R) models are plagued by various problems; they gen-
erally reduce to GR plus cosmological constant [12] or
have a φMDE (field-matter dominated epoch) instead of
a standard matter epoch [13] or hit curvature singular-
ity [14] (see [15] for the existence of a singularity in an
asymptotic de Sitter Universe and [16] for the opposite
statement), or produce high frequency oscillations and a
singularity at finite time in cosmology [17] or give rise a
fine tuning [18].
The recent results from the Planck satellite [19] are
remarkably compatible with the Starobinsky’s model.
Hence the model remains one of the candidate of gravity
at high energies in the early epoch of the Universe and
avoids the difficulties listed previously.
A consistent theory of gravity, classical or modified,
should be equally applicable to the strong gravity regime.
As a common practice, all the modified gravity models
are verified of their feasibility by undergoing the solar sys-
tem test. However, these fields are substantially weaker
than the vicinity of the astrophysical compact stars and
solar mass black holes corresponding to a surface redshift
of∼ 1 and a spacetime curvature of≃ 2×10−13cm−2 [20].
So these compact stars and solar mass black holes give
a very good platform to study the behaviour of strong
gravity. Ideally, these black holes would have been the
best candidates to study the strong gravity behaviour of
these modified theories. On the other hand, the compact
stars like the neutron and quark stars have additional
benefits of studying behaviour of matter at high density
under the modification of gravity. However, verification
and constraining the EoS of matter at high density, with
the aid of these modified gravity theories, if any, come
at a much later stage. The challenges we face here is to
find a proper matching of the exterior solution with the
interior. A few attempts to apply the modified gravity
models to neutron stars has been done in the recent past
(see e.g. [21–28]). But as far as we know, there is no work
where the interior solution has been consistently matched
with a viable exterior spacetime. As we will see, this will
drastically change the conclusions on the viability of the
model.
2The paper is organized as follows. We first, very briefly
review the basic equations (TOV) of the model in sec-
tion II, followed by the junction conditions at the surface
of the star in section III. In the section IV we motivate
why Schwarzschild solution should be the exterior solu-
tion. In section V we give the laboratory, solar system
and cosmological constraints on the parameter α of the
model. The section VI is devoted to the singular prob-
lem of the system with the existence of boundary layers
at the surface. In sections VII and VIII, we perform a
numerical analysis to confirm the fine-tuned nature of
the problem and hence the difficulty to match all bound-
ary conditions. Finally, in the section IX we propose a
semi analytical approach to solve the problem. The last
section is devoted to summary and discussion.
II. ACTION AND MODIFIED TOV EQUATIONS
The straightforward generalisation of the Lagrangian
in the Einstein-Hilbert action results in 4-dimensional
action in f(R) gravity :
S = 1
2κ2
∫
d4x
√−gf(R) + Sm , (1)
where g denotes the determinant of the metric gµν and R
is the Ricci scalar. G and c are set to 1 in the rest of the
paper, hence κ2 = 8π and Sm is the action for matter.
Following the metric formalism from the above action,
the field equations are derived by the variation of the
action with respect to the metric tensor gµν , and we get
F (R)Rµν − 1
2
f(R)gµν − (∇µ∇ν − gµν)F (R) = κ2Tµν ,
(2)
where F (R) = df(R)dR and Tµν = − 2√−g δSmδgµν is the energy-
momentum tensor of the matter fields.
Substituting f(R) = R+ αR2, we get
Gµν(1 + 2αR) +
α
2
gµνR
2 − 2α(∇µ∇ν − gµν)R = κ2Tµν ,
(3)
6αR−R = κ2T , (4)
where Gµν = Rµν − 12gµνR is the Einstein tensor.
As we are interested in spherically symmetric solutions
of these field equations inside a neutron star, we choose
a spherically symmetric metric of the form
ds2 = −e2Φ(r)dt2 +
(
1− 2m(r)
r
)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2 . (5)
Using the metric, the (0,0) and (1,1) component, the
trace of the Einstein’s equations and the conservation
equation, we obtain the following system of equations
m′ =
1
12(1 + 2αR)(1 + 2αR+ αrR′)
[
r2(1 + 2αR)(48πP +R(2 + 3αR) + 32πρ)
+2α(−6m(1 + 2αR) + r3(R + 3αR2 + 16πρ))R′ + 24α2r(r − 2m)R′2] , (6)
P ′ = − (P + ρ)(4m+ 16πr
3P + 8αmR− αr3R2 − 8αr(r − 2m)R′)
4r(r − 2m)(1 + 2αR+ αrR′) , (7)
R′′ =
1
6αr(r − 2m)(1 + 2αR)
[
r2(1 + 2αR)(24πP +R− 8πρ) + α(12m(1 + 2αR)
+r(−12 +R(r2 − 24α+ 3αr2R) + 16πr2ρ))R′ + 12α2r(r − 2m)R′2] , (8)
where prime denotes derivative with respect to radial
distance (r). Finally, an EoS P = P (ρ) closes the set of
equations (6,7,8).
III. JUNCTION CONDITIONS
In what follows we will be matching together the in-
terior of the star to a well defined exterior geometry, in
order to construct a realistic neutron star model. This
requires a set of junction conditions, analogous to the Is-
rael junction conditions from general relativity [29], and
is a problem that has been considered in f(R) theories
of gravity by Deruelle, Sasaki and Sendouda [30] and
later by other authors [31, 32]. We will briefly recap
the relevant results from their work here, as it of central
importance to our study.
The prime requirement in [30] is that if one allows delta
functions on the matter part of the field equations (i.e.
if one allows matter fields to be localised on the bound-
ary hyper-surface), then delta functions should occur at
most linearly in the parts of the field equations that in-
3volve geometry only. Here we are interested in the case
in which there is no brane located at the boundary. We
therefore require that there should be no delta function
in the part of the field equations containing just the ge-
ometry. Therefore, in f(R) gravity theories, apart from
the usual GR junction conditions i.e. the agreement of
the first and second fundamental forms on the both sides
of the matching timelike hypersurface,
[hµν ] = 0, [Kµν ] = 0 , (9)
where hµν and Kµν are the first and the second fun-
damental forms respectively and [ ] denotes the jump
across the surface, two more conditions need to be sat-
isfied. These are the continuity of the scalar curvature
and its first derivative across the boundary
[R] = 0, [∇µR] = 0. (10)
These extra conditions above makes the problem of
matching the stellar interior with a suitable exterior
spacetime extremely restrictive. In fact most of the com-
pact star models discussed so far in higher order theories
of gravity, do not take into account these restrictions rig-
orously [21–28].
IV. EXTERIOR SPACETIME: WHY
SCHWARZSCHILD?
We know in general relativity, Jebsen-Birkhoff’s theo-
rem states that the Schwarzschild solution is the unique
spherically symmetric solution of the vacuum Einstein
field equations. In that case a spherically symmetric
gravitational field in empty space outside a spherical star
must be static, with a metric given by the Schwarzschild
metric (for r > 2M)
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
dr2(
1− 2Mr
) + r2dΩ2 . (11)
It represents the spacetime of the Solar System, and all
other spherically symmetric stellar systems, to a very
good approximation, and hence forms the key geometry
in much of astrophysics and astronomy.
For higher order gravity theories, the Jebsen-Birkhoff
theorem in its original form is violated. As we can eas-
ily see, in f(R) theories, the trace equation in vacuum
is a massive Klein-Gordon equation, which has different
classes of non-trivial exact vacuum solutions that can be
both static and non-static (see for example [33]). Hence,
in principle, there exists a larger freedom for the exterior
spacetime outside a static star. However, since we are in-
terested in modelling realistic astrophysical compact ob-
jects, we will require the exterior spacetime to be static
and asymptotically flat, as dictated by observational tests
within the solar system. Furthermore, whatever exterior
static solution we use for a compact star, the same should
describe a well defined Black hole solution, as the astro-
physical Black holes are formed via gravitational collapse
of these compact objects. Given the above constraints,
there are two possible ways to construct a suitable exact
exterior for the astrophysical compact stars:
1. Matching the interior with an exact asymp-
totically flat static solution. Though a very few
exact static vacuum solutions are known for the
Starobinsky model of R+αR2 gravity, there exists
the following uniqueness theorem [35, 36] : For all
functions f(R) which are of class C3 at R = 0 and
f(0) = 0 while f ′(0) 6= 0, the only static spherically
symmetric asymptotically flat solution with a regu-
lar horizon in these models is the Schwarzschild so-
lution, provided that the coefficient of the R2 term
in the Lagrangian polynomial is positive. Since we
require α > 0 to avoid ghosts in the theory and also
require the solution to describe a well defined Black
Hole with a regular horizon, Schwarzschild solution
is the only possible exact asymptotically flat exte-
rior. This is a very well known result which follows
the famous BH no-scalar-hair theorems. It states
that stationary BH solution are the same as those
in general relativity, namely Schwarzschild for the
non-rotating case. It was proved by Bekenstein
[37] and Sudarsky [38] for a quintessence field with
convex potential, which corresponds to Starobin-
sky model in the Einstein frame. Also an extension
has been established without assuming any sym-
metries apart from stationarity in [39]. Obviously
if one relaxes the condition of asymptotic flatness
and allows for asymptotically de Sitter spacetime,
one might have other solutions, e.g. by adding a
cosmological constant to the model. But the BH
no-scalar-hair theorem has been extended to this
case in [40]. Therefore static BH asymptotically
flat or de-Sitter are no different than in general rel-
ativity. Finally we might think to a non-static solu-
tion, so far all the approximate solutions derived in
the literature develop high time oscillating modes
because of the presence of the scalaron and should
be discarded (see e.g. [41] in the cosmological case).
2. Matching the interior to an intermediate
static vacuum solution that can be matched
to Schwarzschild at a larger distance. Let us
consider an intermediate non-Schwarzschild static
exterior matched with the stellar boundary r = rs
and this intermediate solution is then matched to
Schwarzschild at r = r2, where r2 > rs. On a su-
perficial level this construction seems to have more
freedom as the intermediate static solution need not
be asymptotically flat. However, keeping in mind
the physicality conditions, we would like this in-
termediate region to be smooth (C∞). Now from
the matching conditions one can immediately see
that the Ricci Scalar (R) and its normal derivative
(R′) should vanish at the outer boundary r = r2
of this intermediate solution, where we are match-
ing with the Schwarzschild spacetime. Using the
4trace equation (8), we get R′′(r2) = 0 and then the
smoothness implies that all the subsequent deriva-
tives of the Ricci scalar must vanish at this bound-
ary. Therefore there exists an open neighbourhood
U ∋ r2 where R = 0. By continuity, we can then
extend this open neighbourhood to the entire ex-
terior asymptotically flat submanifold. Therefore
the Ricci scalar vanishes at every point on the ex-
terior submanifold. Using the extension of Jebsen-
Birkhoff theorem to f(R) gravity [34], which states
that for all functions f(R) which are of class C3 at
R = 0 and f(0) = 0 while f ′(0) 6= 0, Schwarzschild
solution is the only vacuum spherically symmetric
solution with vanishing Ricci scalar, we can imme-
diately show that this intermediate region has to
be Schwarzschild. We also note that this proof re-
mains true even if we consider more than one inter-
mediate regions between the stellar boundary and
Schwarzschild.
It therefore seems natural to match the spherically sym-
metric static star with a Schwarzschild exterior. However
the crucial difference with general relativity comes from
the fact that for this case, the matching surface, the Ricci
scalar and it’s normal derivative must vanish. This makes
the interior solution much more restrictive than GR.
V. CONSTRAINTS ON THE MODEL
In this section, we derive the various constraints on
the parameter α. Let us first consider the experimen-
tal bound that comes from the solar system tests of the
equivalence principle (LLR). For any chameleon theory
with a scalar field (φ) we can define a thin-shell param-
eter ǫ [42], which for the Earth gives
ǫ ≡
√
6
φ∞ − φ⊕
MplΦ⊕
< 2.2× 10−6 (12)
where (φ∞, φ⊕) are respectively the minimum of the ef-
fective potential at infinity and inside the planet and
Φ⊕ the Newton potential for the Earth. Notice that
the constraint on the post-Newtonian parameter γ gives
ǫ < 2.3 × 10−5. Using the value Φ⊕ ≃ 7 × 10−10, the
previous bound translates into φ∞/Mpl < 10−15.
We know that any f(R)-theory can be written into a
chameleon form after a conformal transformation, the 2
frames are physically equivalent. Hence the model can be
cast in the form of a scalar field in an effective potential.
The existence of the chameleon mechanism depends on
the form of the effective potential which in turn depends
on the local density and pressure. When pressure is neg-
ligible and density is large, the scalar field may acquire
a large mass for a suitably chosen potential leading to
suppression of the fifth force locally. The scalar field is
assumed to be settled in the minimum of the effective
potential. Hence it is easy to find that the minimum of
the effective potential can be written in the Jordan frame
in the following form
2f(R)−Rf ′(R) = ρ− 3P
M2pl
, (13)
which corresponds to the trace equation in the constant
curvature case. It turns out that the αR2 term do not
change the minimum of the effective potential. Hence the
LLR bound leads to [43]
∣∣∣f ′( ρ∞
M2pl
)
− 1
∣∣∣ < 10−15. (14)
For the Starobinsky model and with the density ρ∞ ≃
10−24g cm−3, eq.(14) tells us that α < 10−15M2pl/ρm
which gives α < 1045eV−2.
But the tightest local constraint comes from the Eo¨t-
Wash experiments, which use torsion balances. We know
that a point mass has a Yukawa gravitational potential
(see e.g. [44])
V (r) =
GM
r
(
1 +
1
3
e−r/
√
6α
)
, (15)
which gives [45] α < 4× 104eV−2. Notice that according
to the bound from Big Bang nucleosynthesis and CMB
physics, we have α≪ 1035eV−2 [46].
We turn now to the inflation, and according to the latest
dataset from Planck, the Starobinsky model is a viable
candidate for the early acceleration phase of the Universe.
We have [41, 47] α ≃ 10−45(N/50)2eV−2 where N is the
number of e-folds. Notice that it may not be compatible
with the classicality condition of the field [43, 48].
Hence we conclude this section by considering α ≃
10−45eV−2 from the cosmological constraints or α < 4×
104eV−2 from the laboratory tests.
VI. SINGULAR PROBLEM
As it was noticed in various papers, the equations
(6,7,8) are very complicated to solve for realistic cases
where α is very small. Also, often in the literature, a
simple series expansion is used to carry out these calcu-
lations. But as it is known, the solution in powers of the
natural small parameter (α ≪ 1) is invalid if we are in
the case of a boundary layer problem also known as a sin-
gular perturbation (see e.g. [49]). In fact, our equations
are among these last problems because a small parameter
(α) multiplies the highest order derivative, and we have
αR′′ + · · · in (8). We should also mention that it is not
a priori clear that a non-linear boundary value problem
has a solution.
A singular problem is associated with approximation of
(8) for small values of α. The difficulty near the bound-
aries arises from the fact that the limit equation with
5α = 0 is algebraic, so that the boundary conditions can-
not be, in general, satisfied. The loss of boundary con-
ditions in a problem leads, usually, to the occurrence of
the boundary layer.
In the case where the equation is linear, a WKB approx-
imation can be performed which brings transcendentally
small terms in the form exp(−g(r)/αn), which shows why
a simple series expansion R =
∑
n α
nRn cannot be a cor-
rect global approach to the real solution. In fact we see
that in a small region near g(r) ≃ 0, the terms of this
form exp(−g(r)/αn) can’t be neglected, that small region
is called a boundary layer, where the regular expansion
fails.
Let us consider in this section that (m,P, ρ) are external
fields. So, in the limit α → 0, we can write (8) in the
form
αR′′ − 2α2R′2 − αf(r)RR′ − αg(r)R′ − h(r)R = k(r) ,
(16)
where (f, g, h, k) are functions of r. There are in fact
functions of (m,P, ρ).
We assume that in some subset of [0, rs], where rs is the
radius of the star, the solution has a regular expansion
of the form
R(r) =
∑
n
αnRn(r) . (17)
The substitution in the previous equation gives an alge-
braic equations at each order,
R0 = −k(r)
h(r)
, R1 =
R′′0 − f(r)R0R′0 − g(r)R′0
h(r)
, · · ·
(18)
All the coefficients Rn are determined by the previous
coefficients, so that we cannot impose the boundary con-
ditions to the regular expansion. Hence the subset where
the solution has a regular expansion should not contain
the boundary points r = 0 and r = rs. This part of the
solution is known as the outer expansion.
We notice that R0 corresponds to the solution in GR and
by construction (of the EoS) we know that we have neces-
sarily in GR, R′(0) = 0, which implies that this condition
will also be satisfied for the regular expansion. Therefore
the boundary layer exists only near the surface, where the
solution will have a fast variation in order to satisfy the
conditions (R(rs) = R
′(rs) = 0). Notice that it might
be seen as a generalization to curved space-time to the
well-known chameleon mechanism.
In summary, we have inside the star, a solution very close
to GR where we can perform a regular expansion of the
form (17). Near the surface we use the subtraction trick
to determine its nature. We define C = R −∑n αnRn,
and near r = rs, we introduce the stretching variable
ξ = (rs − r)α−µ, µ > 0, which magnifies the layer. We
now assume that there exists a regular expansion for
C(ξ), which gives at the lowest order of the expansion
near the surface
α1−2µ
d2C0
dξ2
− h(rs)C0 = 0 , (19)
hence we deduce that µ = 1/2 and C0 = Ae
−
√
h(rs)ξ +
Be
√
h(rs)ξ. We can proceed for higher orders by the reg-
ular expansion C =
∑
n α
n/2Cn. This solution is the
inner expansion which should be matched with the outer
solution, hence we fix B = 0. Imposing the boundary
condition R(0) = 0, we have
R(r) = −k(r)
h(r)
+
k(rs)
h(rs)
e−
√
h(rs)(rs−r)/√α +O(
√
α) .
(20)
We see that it is very difficult to satisfy the second con-
dition R′(rs) = 0, in fact
R′(rs) = −k
′(rs)
h(rs)
+
k(rs)h
′(rs)
h(rs)2
+
k(rs)√
αh(rs)
. (21)
The presence of the term α−1/2 makes the condition very
difficult to satisfy. Notice that if we go to the next or-
der of perturbation, we will have an additional term at
the surface for R′ in the form −k(rs)h′(rs)/(4h(rs)2),
which doesn’t cancel the term ∝ α−1/2. Therefore
we understand that in order to satisfy both conditions
R(rs) = R
′(rs) = 0, we see from (21) that we need to
choose carefully the functions k, h, which means the EoS.
Notice also from (20) that we have oscillations when
h(rs) < 0, which is equivalent to α < 0. In fact from
(16) at the linear order, we have
αR′′ − αg(r)R′ − h(r)R = k(r) , (22)
Hence {h, k} → {−h,−k} is equivalent to α → −α.
Therefore we have an oscillating mode in the ghost case
(α < 0). We have also noticed, numerically, that we can
kill these oscillations if we reduce the EoS to particular
cases where T (rs) = T
′(rs) = 0 and T is the trace of the
energy momentum tensor.
VII. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE AND
RESULTS
Here in this section, we will discuss about the numer-
ical approach we had undertaken. As a first step, it is
convenient to rescale the various quantities involved so
as to work directly with dimensionless quantities. We
introduced the following rescaled variables :
r = xξ⋆, m = m¯M⊙, P = P¯P⋆, ρ = ρ¯ρ⋆ ,
R = R¯R⋆, R
′ = R¯′
R⋆
ξ⋆
, R′′ = R¯′′
R⋆
ξ2⋆
, α = α¯
1
R⋆
,
(23)
where the barred quantities are dimensionless. Substitut-
ing the above rescaling (23), we write the set of equations
(6,7,8) in proper dimensions:
6m¯′ =
1
12c2GM⊙(1 + 2α¯R¯)
[
ξ3⋆x
2(48πGP⋆P¯ + c
4R⋆R¯(2 + 3α¯R¯) + 32πc
2Gρ⋆ρ¯)
+
3α¯R¯′(−4c2GM⊙m¯(1 + 2α¯R¯ + 4α¯xR¯′) + ξ⋆x2(−16πGP⋆ξ2⋆xP¯ + α¯c4(R⋆ξ2⋆xR¯2 + 8R¯′)))
1 + 2α¯R¯+ α¯xR¯′
]
, (24)
P¯ ′ =
1
4c2P⋆x(c2ξ⋆x− 2GM⊙m¯)(1 + 2α¯R¯ + α¯xR¯′)
[
(P⋆P¯ + c
2ρ⋆ρ¯)(−4c2GM⊙m¯(1 + 2α¯R¯
+4α¯xR¯′) + ξ⋆x2(−16πGP⋆ξ2⋆xP¯ + α¯c4(R⋆ξ2⋆xR¯2 + 8R¯′)))
]
, (25)
R¯′′ =
1
6α¯c2x(c2ξ⋆x− 2GM⊙m¯)(1 + 2α¯R¯)
[
ξ3⋆x
2(1 + 2α¯R¯)(24πGP⋆P¯ + c
4R⋆R¯− 8πc2Gρ⋆ρ¯)
+ α¯c2(12GM⊙m¯(1 + 2α¯R¯) + c2ξ⋆x(−12 + R¯(−24α¯+R⋆ξ2⋆x2R¯)) + 16πGρ⋆ξ3⋆x3ρ¯)R¯′
+12α¯2c2x(c2ξ⋆x− 2GM⊙m¯)R¯′2
]
. (26)
Finally, we need to fix the boundary conditions for this
system of differential equations. The set of equations
(24,25,26) includes two first-order differential equations
and one second-order differential equation. Thus at least
four boundary conditions are required to solve the system
completely. In order to obtain physically realistic solu-
tions, these boundary conditions must be chosen from
the set of regularity conditions and matching conditions
which we give below:
1. The regularity conditions at the centre of the star
demands that the metric functions and the thermo-
dynamic quantities are at least C2 functions of the
rescaled radial co-ordinate x. Also from the form
of the interior metric it is clear that the rescaled
“mass function” m¯(x) should be zero at the centre.
Hence at the centre of the star we must have
m¯(0) = 0, P¯ ′(0) = 0, ρ¯′(0) = 0, R¯′(0) = 0 (27)
2. As we discussed in the earlier section,
Schwarzschild solution is the natural exterior
solution for this gravity model. To match with a
Schwarzschild metric we must have the Ricci scalar
and its normal derivative to vanish at the surface.
These conditions, along with the matching of the
second fundamental form, makes the fluid pressure
to vanish at the surface of the star. Hence we have
the following boundary conditions on the matching
surface x = xs
R¯(xs) = 0, R¯
′(xs) = 0, P¯ (xs) = 0. (28)
Any four conditions from the above sets of conditions
will in principle solve the system of differential equations.
However one has to choose the boundary conditions care-
fully to avoid any “unphysical” solution where the energy
condition and/or the regularity conditions are violated at
any point in the interior of the star.
VIII. DIRECT APPROACH
In this section, we solve directly the set of coupled
equations (24,25,26) along with the boundary conditions
(27,28). First we have assumed the simplest equation of
state ρ¯ = 1. We have solved the coupled equations for
various values of α¯ (see Fig.1). We solve the equations by
considering random values of P¯ (0) and R¯(0). Hence the
solution gives a star from which we can read the curva-
ture at the surface (Σ) {R¯|Σ, R¯′|Σ}. We have considered
10−3 < P (0) < 1/3. The lower bound corresponds to a
realistic choice of the central pressure, in fact we cannot
consider realistic neutron stars with a very small cen-
tral pressure and the upper bound corresponds to the
condition ρ − 3P > 0, always true for relativistic and
non-relativistic matter. We have also noticed that if we
enlarge the bounds, it will not affect the results. As we
can see from Fig.(2), we do not match Schwarzschild at
the surface. Hence this equation of state is excluded. It
is important to notice that this behavior is completely
different from General Relativity for which any equation
of state is mathematically satisfactory and can be ex-
cluded only because of physical reasons. It is also im-
portant to notice the evolution of the system when α¯
decreases, in fact for smaller α¯ the model goes increas-
ingly far from the right boundary conditions at the sur-
face (Schwarzschild). This can be understood from the
section VI. In fact for smaller α¯, the system will develop
a layer bound and hence increasing the difficulty to have
Schwarzschild at the surface. To satisfy two conditions
at the surface namely R¯ = 0 and R¯′ = 0 is impossible for
some equation of states.
We have also performed the same analysis for a more
realistic equation of state (polytropic), ρ¯ = kP¯ 5/9. We
found the same results, we cannot match Schwarzschild
at the surface and the star is increasingly far from
Schwarzschild at the surface when α¯ decreases. Hence
we can conclude that the additional Junction conditions
at the surface of the star provides a constraint on the
equation of state inside the compact object. Therefore
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FIG. 1: On the left panel, the contour plot of (R,R′) at the
surface of the star (Σ) for ρ¯ = 1 and we have considered a
large range for the initial conditions 10−3 < P (0) < 1/3 and
R(0) > 0. On the right panel, the contour plot of (R,R′)
at the surface for the polytropic equation ρ¯ = P¯ 5/9/0.2.
In both cases, there are no initial condition which match
Schwarzschild at the surface. For smaller α¯ the model goes in-
creasingly far from Schwarzschild in accordance with eq.(21).
the equation of state should be fine-tuned.
Also we found that for the polytropic case, we can match
with Schwarzschild if α¯ < 0, which is obviously excluded
because of the ghost condition. But we see that even if an
equation of state for α¯ > 0 is found, we will have to ex-
tremely fine-tune the initial conditions (P¯ (0), R¯(0)) in or-
der to satisfy the junction conditions. In fact, only a very
particular initial conditions will match our exterior solu-
tion. All the other initial conditions will not be correct.
Therefore we understand that the model gives rise to two
fine-tuning problems. First, only a class of equation of
state can be considered (which might be not consistent
with particle physics) and second, the initial conditions
should be extremely fine-tuned in order to match exactly
the exterior solution.
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FIG. 2: Contour plot for (R,R′) at the surface (Σ) of the star
for the polytropic equation of state ρ¯ = P¯ 5/9/0.2 and α¯ < 0.
For a given parameter α¯, there will be a unique solution which
matches exactly Schwarzschild at the surface. The model is
extremely fine-tuned.
IX. SEMI ANALYTIC APPROACH
As we have seen previously, the exact matching be-
tween the interior solution and the exterior solution is
sometimes impossible. We have shown the existence of
two problems; first only a class of equations of state can
be mathematically matched with Schwarzschild, which
can be seen as a fine-tuning on the equation of state, and
we have also a fine-tuning on the initial conditions, be-
cause even for a mathematically viable equation of state,
only a particular central condition on the pressure and
the curvature will match Schwarzschild at the surface. In
this section, we propose a solution to circumvent these
difficulties. To avoid these problems, we choose a generic
form of the curvature function R¯(x) that satisfy all the
regularity and boundary conditions. Hence the problem
on the boundary conditions will be reduced. Also we do
not choose a particular equation of state in order to solve
the first problem. The equation of state will be deter-
mined by the dynamics of the fields. The only boundary
condition to satisfy is the pressure at the surface.
The most general form of the first derivative of the cur-
vature scalar satisfying these conditions should be
R¯′(x) = g(x)x(x − xs) , (29)
where g(x) is an arbitrary and well defined function of
x and xs is the surface of the star. Integrating R¯
′ we
can fix the integration constant in order to have the last
condition R¯(rs) = 0. Notice that, as in GR, we will
always consider R(r) > 0.
We now choose a suitable ansatz for the function g(x).
By doing so (26) becomes an algebraic constraint between
the pressure and density of the stellar fluid. We also
8note that by choosing an ansatz for g(x), we can no more
specify the equation of state of the stellar matter without
over specifying the system. Hence the equation of state
will be determined by the solution of the system. If a
certain class of g(x) gives unphysical equation of state,
we will discard the class. As the simplest choice of the
ansatz, let us consider the generic function g(x) to be a
constant. But the system will not satisfy an additional
condition, namely R′′(rs) ≤ 0. Indeed from eq.(8) and
the conditions at the surface, R = R′ = P = 0, we have
R′′ = − 4πrs
3α[rs − 2m(rs)]ρ ≤ 0. (30)
Therefore we will assume g(x) = A(x−xs) which satisfies
all conditions and solve the dynamical equations to get
the mass and pressure profiles of a neutron star and its
corresponding EoS. Hence the curvature scalar has the
form
R¯(x) =
A
12
(x− xs)3(3x+ xs) (31)
which satisfies the boundary conditions. The mass and
pressure profiles of the star and the corresponding EoS
for the given form of R¯ are shown in Fig.(3). We have
taken xs = 1 i.e. fixed the radius of the star to 10 Km and
the central pressure is chosen in order to have P¯ (xs) = 0
at the fixed position of the surface xs = 1.
So the mass of the star comes out to be 0.79 M⊙ and
its central pressure is 3.73×1035 dynes/cm2. Fitting the
EoS, we get a profile of the form
P¯ ≃ 0.049 ρ¯1.49 (32)
Therefore we have shown in this section that it is possible
to match exactly Schwarzschild at the surface of the star
for realistic parameters (e.g. α = 10−45 eV−2) and the
star obtained is perfectly realistic.
X. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have derived for the first time
the full exact solution for a neutron star in Starobin-
sky model with the exterior matching solution, namely
Schwarzschild. However in this model, and also in other
f(R) modified gravity models in general, the field equa-
tions are highly non-linear. Difficulty crops in due to
the fourth order of the field equations hence on the ne-
cessity to satisfy extra two junction conditions, namely
the continuity of the Ricci scalar and its normal deriva-
tive. This makes the problem more stringent and has
not been considered before for studying compact stars
in these models. Also, for the R + αR2 model that
we have considered in this paper, Schwarzschild is the
only static spherically symmetric asymptotically flat so-
lution with a regular horizon which forces us to match
star with a Schwarzschild exterior. We have shown that
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the equations are singular in the sense that they develop
a boundary layer, hence all boundary conditions cannot
be satisfied for a generic EoS. Only a particular class of
EoS will be compatible with the model. While trying to
solve the system in a direct numerical approach, we face
the typical singularity problem in dealing with the small
value of the coupling constant α. But even for higher val-
9ues of α, choosing constant density and polytropic EoS,
we found that matching with Schwarzschild exterior is
not possible. In fact, we have also shown that as we go
to smaller values of α, the system moves further away
from Schwarzschild. This clearly indicates that in this
model some EoS can be ruled out even without consid-
ering observational constraints unlike General Relativity.
Also, for negative α, which has its inherent ghost prob-
lem, we found the Schwarzschild exterior solution only
for certain fine-tuned initial conditions. Therefore, the
model brings two additional fine-tuning problems. First
only a class of equations of state can be mathematically
matched with Schwarzschild and second, the central ini-
tial conditions should be fine-tuned in order to match
exactly Schwarzschild at the surface. From our point of
view if we assume that the equation of state is fixed and
can’t fluctuate, hence only a very particular set of bound-
ary conditions will produce the star, an extremely small
deviation from that set of conditions will not be a solu-
tion, which implies an instability of a solution.
So, the obvious question which arises is whether there
exist any solution in this model which smoothly matches
with Schwarzschild or not. To check that, we took a
semi-analytical approach to choose the form of the Ricci
scalar and its first derivative which satisfies all the bound-
ary conditions. We solved the resultant system to get
the mass and the pressure profile which is physically vi-
able and also an acceptable EoS which proves that there
exist a class of solution, which apart from satisfying all
the boundary and junction conditions, matches smoothly
with Schwarzschild exterior solution.
Therefore we have shown that the matching with
Schwarzschild at the surface is possible but highly un-
natural. And this phenomenon is true for a wide class
of f(R) theories that permit the Schwarzschild space-
time and also satisfy the uniqueness theorem. This is
unnatural because the EoS of the compact star matter
should be completely determined by the nuclear physics
and the macroscopic description of quantum field theory
for a highly densed star and not by the theory of gravity.
We should emphasize that the matching with any exterior
Ricci flat solution will bring the same difficulties, because
of the boundary conditions R = R′ = 0 at the surface of
the star, and this result can be simply generalized for any
viable f(R). Therefore modelling a radiating star with
an intermediate Vaidya region is equally fine tuned and
unnatural.
At this point one may argue that in realistic astrophys-
ical scenarios the domain of applicability of the spheri-
cally symmetric and vacuum conditions are typically set
at astrophysical scales. For example in case of our so-
lar system the domain is within the heliopause which
is approximately one light year from the sun. Hence
the solar system is not in the ideal sense asymptotically
flat. However within this domain the solar system def-
initely is ”almost” spherically symmetric and ”almost”
vacuum (with respect to the scales of the problem) and
hence Schwarzschild solution is a very good approxima-
tion. Even in the case of f(R) gravity, the conditions on
validity and stability of the Jebsen-Birkhoff theorem, en-
sure that the solution will remain “almost” Schwarzschild
in the exterior domain for Starobinsky model provided
the value of α is small [50]. Unfortunately the instability
of our solution that is described in section VI, arising due
to the matching of R′ at the boundary for very small α
still remains.
We would like to emphasize here that our study should
not be seen as an exact realization of a real situation but
more as a limit of various physical and realistic problems.
In all cases, either we have rotation or matter in the exte-
rior, we should keep in mind that in the limit where the
spinning goes to zero or the limit where the density of
matter goes to zero, our result should be recovered. As-
suming that physics is not discontinuous, we can think
that our problem is a good approximation of a real situ-
ation.
A possible solution will be the matching with an exterior
solution of the following form:
m(r) =M − ae−br (33)
This solution is asymptotically Schwarzschild, hence it
can match with the standard constraints in the solar sys-
tem provided (b) is large enough. For this solution, we
have
R = 2ab(br − 2)e
−br
r2
(34)
Hence we will be able to alleviate the fine-tuning prob-
lem. In fact, any numerical solution can be matched at
the surface with (34) by choosing different values of (a, b).
Even if that class of solutions exists for other f(R) mod-
els, it is well-known that for the Starobinsky model,
Schwarzschild is the unique asymptotically flat solution.
Hence the fine-tuning problem cannot be circumvented
in that case.
Another way to address this fine tuning problem would
be to neglect the extra matching conditions at the sur-
face (namely the matching of Ricci scalar and it’s normal
derivative) and let there be a delta function in the field
equations, which will give rise to a surface stress-energy
term. This procedure was used to model static gravstars
in General Relativity [51]. However this will radically
change the structure of the crust of the neutron stars
and should have, in principle, observational signatures
[52].
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